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ABSTRACT

T1lisrPSjxmseo.ffmbri'.lcritiqllt$oftMOrlidesbyDn. Coon.!', &gdman,
Bowman, and Frasn-. all QfWhit.h mise important issues amaming lh~ drodopmu.1 oj dia/Qgue bttwmi Ihe psychiatric and nligiuus communities. II is nrglud that this dialogue on narcism and
poSMSSiml nwls to IN charadmud by humility on all sides. A rationulefor the prtSmJation ofhumility by th051: in the dissociative disurdm field is given, and some implications of this for further dialogue conclude the paper.
There continues to be a greal need for interdisciplinary
dialogue between the psychiatric and religious communities. Therapists involved in the treatment of multiple personalitydisorder (MilD) arc in an important position to contribute to this dialogue, as is perhaps most evident in
considering the uses and abuses of exorcism. In what follows, my intention is first to brieny respond to the specific
contentofthe featured articles. Then I would like to address
some related issues pertinent to the often difficult task of
fostering respectful dialogue concerning exorcism between
clinicians and clergy. My background is that ofa clinical psyc11010gist whose educational and work affiliations have led
to a reasonable familiarity with both the psychological and
religious scntimcnts 011 this matter.

DIFFERENTIALLY DlAGNOSING
POSSESSION STATES
Dr. Coons (1993) provides a very helpful reminder that
any aCOlHextual assessment of possession SJ:ates and lheir
rdation to dissochni\'e phcnomena is likely La have significant limilations. Distinctions between non-trance, trance,
and ritual possession as \\'ell as normal and abnormal possession or dissociation arc instructi\'e for therapists and
researchers. Such categories should assiSt therapists in avoiding simplistic associations between possession and psychopathology and provide researchers with a more sophistkated theoretical and interpretive grid through which to
comprehend their findings. My only disappointment about
this analysis was the absencc of the author's viC\'o'S regarding

the significancc of these distinctions for guiding the use of
different treaunent modalitics, e.g., exorcism.
Concerning the proposed trance and possession disordcr, Dr. Coons presellls a useful but bare-bones introduction, and interested readers should consult the \Vinter, 1992,
edition of thc Trarucu[Jural PS)'chiatric Research Review,
(Kirmcycr, 1992) which is dcvoted exclusively to these matten;. Finally, Dr. Coons is right (0 underscore the intimate
connection betwcen vicws on possession and beliefsystems,
a subject I will auend to in more detail later. I am appreciative ofhis call for mutual respect amongdi\'ergent groups
of professionals, many of whom may nced to cross ideological boundaries before our understanding ofpossession and
exorcism can be fully enriched.
INTERDISCIPUNARY CONTRIBUflONS
TO POSSESSION
I read Dr. Begelmall's (1993) work with interest and a
measure offascination. His cfforts are a significant attempt
to clarify some philosophical groundrules within which the
dialogue over exorcism may fruitfully be carried out. He
docs this in part through historical analysis, hoping, I
assume, that present discussions about exorcism and disso..ciation will learn from rather than repeat the excesses of the
past. Within this framework, Dr. Begelman cautions social
scientists not to fule out a role for exorcism on an a priori
basis. As I will try to make clear shortly, there are not only
good philosophical reasons for such restraint, but strategic
and crosS<lIltliral ones as well. The author also rightlyencourages circumspection on thc part of contemporary exorcists,
who too often arc unaware of the rest,dints advocated in
their own religious heritages. While I do suspect that Dr.
Ikgelman overcstimates the willingness modem exorcists
may have 10 forfeil their sccminglydualistic theologies, this
need not prevent them from exercising due caution.
EFFECTS OF EXORCISM ON MPD
Both Drs. Bowman (1993) and Fraser (1993) begin their
studies by reviewing beliefs regarding the nature of"demonic alters."Additionall)'. Dr. Fraser proceeds to make an impassioned plea for the historical misinterpretation of dissociated states as demons, utilizing the Double Aspect Picture
approach critiqued by Dr. Begelman (1993). These studies
are to be \\'elcomed, nat because of their scientific rigor,
which is weak, but rathcr due to the fact that they are initial
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attempts to more systematically explore me effectiveness of
exorcism in the treaonent ofMPD. These studies thus begin
what I hope will be an ongoing and increasingly refined dialogue betv.·een opponents and proponents mrough me vehicle ofpsychological research, Such a dialogue has been long
o\·erdue.
Drs. Bowman and Fraser both report mostly negative
sequelae following exorcism in the Jl.IPD patients whom they
examined. These results lend further credibility to me clinical impressions of most in me dissociative disorders field
regarding the potential harm exorcisms may inflict on
patients, Dr. Bowman's finding that the patients' spiritual
condition was even more adversely affected than was their
emotional stability may selVe as a useful point at which to
begin dialogue with clergy.
Despite the importance of these studies, they are by no
means impervious to critique, and I hope the following concerns wi.ll be considered in the undenaking of future
research studies on exorcism. Dr. Bowman's only measure
ofreligiousness isa very crude one: religiousafIiliation. While
her interview method of data collection may have prohibited it, an assessment device which took into account the multidimensional nature of religious faith (Spilka, Hood, &
Gorsuch, 1985) would likely have shed significantly more
light on the spiritual and religious aftermath of exorcism.
Another frustration was Dr. Bowman's tabulation of patient
reactions across subjects which did not permit an analysis of
effects on individual inu-asubject alter systems. She reports
some positive reactions by hosts and alters, but there is no
way of knowing if these reactions were concentrated in one
or two patients whose experience of exorcism would then
deserve special attention.
Another limitation to mc generalizability ofmese studies is the lack of standardization in the exorcism procedure.
\Ve know next to nothing about the exorcisms, except that
manyofmem appeared to be coercivc and abusive. Although
there certainly is a great deal of this maltreatment going on,
I am acquainted with clergy who take a more restrained and
informed stance regarding their involvement in exorcism,
and I wonder if these studies do justice to their prudence
(Ross, 1993). Certainly we clinicians would not want psychotherapy outcome studies to be based on treatment provided by grandiose or sexually abusive merapists and conducted in front of 400 spectators, I suspect that there are
many clergy and some therapists who, despite the informativevalue ofthese studies, would ask Drs. Bowman and Fraser
to withhold peremptory conclusions regarding exorcism for
precisely the same reasons.
A related caveat to these studies concerns the timing
and context of the reported exorcisms. Dr. Bowman, to her
credit, acknowledges the limitation placed on her findings
by virtue of all the exorcisms having occurred outside of a
therapeutic relationship. All of the cases recorded by Dr.
Fraser involved the use of exorcism prior to me diagnosis
of MPD, and in all likelihood most of these were conducted
by individuals unfamiliar\\'ith dissociative phenomena. Thus
their findings may not easily generalize lO exorcisms conducted in the contextofa therapeutic relationship by some-

one with a working knowledge ofMPD. Further research
needed to clarify this possibility. My suspicion is that stuc
ies which assess for the world views ofboth patient and eXOI
cist, the presence of an established psychotherapeutic rei<
tionship, and the exorcist's degree offumiliarity with MPI
migh t uncover some limited circumstances under which exo'
cism could be experienced as a healing ritual.
A final comment regarding Dr. Fraser's study is wort
noting for the purposes of theoretical consistency. This h2
to do with the potentially confounding influence of patier
suggestibility during the inten1ews, which were personall
conducted by Dr. Fraser on his patients. 'A'hile I would b
inclined to take the reports at face value, the contributio:
ofpatien t suggestibili ty and conformity to in ten'iewer expee
tation remains uncertain. Mentioning mis possibility is cor
sistent in that the specter of suggestion is typically raised i
analyses of interactions between MPD patients and exorciSl
(Bowman, 1992, 1993; Ganaway, 1992). Theoretical fairne~
demands that discussions of suggestibility not be resen'e,
solely for occasions that selye the assumptive framework c
the researcher (Rosik, 1993).
THE PRAGMATICS OF DIALOGUE:
IN DEFENSE OF A LrITLE HUMIUTY

It is evident from these articles that those ofus who opel
ate within the dissociative disorders field have an importan
body of knowledge to offer members of the religious COlT
munity who are involved \\1th exorcism. Just as awareness c
MPD may rescue many who would in the past have beel
labeled schizophrenic, hea\'ily medicated, and left to live il
and out of the psychiatric units of state hospitals, so withiJ
churches and synagogues many may be spared being labele,
as evil and subject to abusive and unproductive exorcism~
The need for extensive and prolonged dialogue \\1th th,
religious subculture is immense, Yel therapists are often woe
fully unfamiliar with the nature and function of formal rei
gious beliefs (Bergin & Jensen, 1990; Eckhardt, .K.'.\ssinovc
& Edwards, 1992; Lukoff, Lu, & Turner, 1992a; Lukoff, Ll
& Turner, 1992b), My main concern is tJIat many therapisl
and researchers could be insensitive to the cross-cultura
issues involved in this dialogue. This might sen'e to undel
mine the credibility of dissociath'e phenomena within cel
tain religious circles and jeopardize what limited forums w
have in which to discuss it. This would, in effect, make us al
unwitting accomplice to the continuation of such abuse.
Dr. Fraser's (1993) introductory statements may sen',
as a case in point. He contends that we now "know the actu
a1 nature of these supposed possessing entities" which ha\"
been '"erroneously interpreted~ in the past along supernal
ural lines. Theyare, he obsen'cs, mcre1ydissociated ego state~
I personally do not think such a blanket explanation take
all the mystery out of things. Mter all, what really are egl
s'tates? Perhaps it can be speculated that they are a form 0
pure conscious energy. Then one cannot help but wonde
about the nature ofthis energy. It isat this level ofsubatomi,
particles and quantum reality that theologians and physi
cists have been meeting recently (Casti, 1989; Frank, 1977
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Kafatos & Nadeau, 1990; Lederman, 1993: Rolston, 198?}
and we might benefit from <'Itlending to Lhcircollvcrsations.
While highly conjectuml. it may be that at this lcvelthe irreducible energy oflife has a distinctly personal and what one
might consider spiritual nature ofwhich we know little. Given

the inability of science to rule out such possibilities, might
it not be more judicious for the purposes of dialogue to be
cauLiolls with our conclusions about possession and exor-

cism? Is il Ilot sufficient to say merely that in certain clinical circumstances the theoretical construct ofego states providesa more serviceable method ofgrasping the unseen than
the conslrucl of possessing spirits?
The poin I ofthis question i ng is simply to argue for humility in any ontological pronouncements. We are in essence
asking clergy and others in the religious community for this
and I think we should be willing to cxhibil some of it ourselves. Without this, I fear lhatMPDwill not be given asextellsivc legitimacy as it could \\'ithin conservativc religious circles (Denton & Denton, 1992; Kunst, 1993), where most
exorcisms are going to be performed. Several lines of reasoning support the notion that such humility will be a precursor to meaningful dialoguc. First, most rdigiously conservative clergy, therapists, and patients are not likely to listen
long when beliefs imponantto them are suddenly and unceremoniously declared complctely erroneous (Payne, Bergin,
& Loftus, 1992; Prince & Reiss, 1990; Rosik, 1992a). The
existence ofdemons and the potcntial forcxOl'cism are viewed
by these individuals as part of a sacred tradition that has
been passed down over millenia to them (Pagc, 1989; lVilson,
1989). Auempts to reinterprcllhe Biblical possession and
exorcism accounts solely in termsofdissociative experiences
arc likely to prove unpersuasive. Though the similaritics
between possession states and MPD are great (Goodwin, Hill,
& AUias, 1990), some differences have been observed
(Cardena, 1992; Castillo, 1992).
Morem'er, certain Biblical accounts of exorcism, such
as one which occurred at a significant distance, may prove
particularly difficult to recast in a dissociativc framework
that satisfies consclVative derb')'. Obstadessuch as these underscore the futility of any approach to dialogue that emphasizes the discounting and reinterpretation ofrei igious bel iefs.
There is no inherent reason why the education of this religious sulx:ulture regarding MPD needs to include an overt
discrediting of their tradition, unless the educator intends
to embark on a somewhat insidious form ofproselytization.
Thus another argument for humility may be to guard
agai nst unproductive COUll terU<msference reactions by many
of liS in the dissociative disorders field -1.0 this potentially
polarizing subjcct mauer. The dangers and excesses of
unchecked countertransfercnce between those who share a
religious pe~llasion arc well known (Bowman, 1989; Spero,
1981). Yet there is c\'idence that this problem, in the form
of an ~ideologicaJ counteflransfcrence" may also skew secular therapist perceptions toward those who espouse the
kind of strong religious \'iews likely to be encountered in
the dialogue m'er exorcism (Gartner, Harmatz, Hohmann,
I.arson, & Gartner, 1990). Therapists who may have been
indOClfinated into a paradigm am'lgonistic to "fundamen-

talist religion" will need to guard against a potential self-fulfilling bias when conducting research into exorcism (Denton
& Denton, 1992; Krasner & HOllts, 1984). Certainlysuccessflll
dialogue will in\'olve a more balanced approach than is reflected in the f).'5M-IIf-R, where all references to religion occur in
the context of pathology (Lukoff, Turner, & Lu, 1992b).
The advisability of a humble approach may be further
indicated by the reports ofbenefidal exorcism rituals that
continue to surface, both in the Christian (Allison & Schwarz,
1980; Friesen. 1991, 1992; Lawler, 1992; RosH:., 1992b) and
Jewish tr<lditions (Witttum. Buchbinder, & van der Hart,
1990; van del' Hart, Witztum, & Friedman, 1993). These rituals might be distinguished from the majority of traumatizingcascs (Bowman. 1993; Fraser, 1993; Walkins& Walkins,
1988) byvinue ofthe involvementof a trained mcntal bealth
professional, usually one familiar with MPD. Ofcourse, those
who advocatc a potential role for exorcism in the treatment
ofMPD can expect justifiablc pressure to move beyond anecdotal reports to a morc thoroughly researched position if
they are to gain a ,,'ider acceptance \\'ithin the scientific community.
CONCLUSIONS: HUM1Ll1Y AND THE
FUTURE OF DIALOGUE
Throughout this response I havc intentionally uscd the
term dialoguc rather than debate whcn referring to the anticipated exchange of ideas and experiences between dissociative disorderspecialists and the religious community regarding exorcism. My prognosis is hopeful but \'ery guarded
concerning the ability of both parties to refrain from partisan contentiousness. Drs. Coons (1993) and Begelman
(1993). as well as others (Kluft. 1992; Rosik, 1993), have
observed that beliefs central to our identities may become
activated and threatened very quick.I)' in discussions about
topics such as exorcism. I am not as optimistic as some may
be (Hufford, 1992; Ross, 1992) about the ability of social scientists to retain an ontological ncutrality in their studies of
such subjects. I suspect a more realistic accounting of the
human impulse can be found in Mahoney's perspective (quoted in Krasner & Houts, 1984), which finds the scientist to
be "probably the most passionate of professionals; his (sic]
theoretical and personal biases often color his alleged 'openness' 10 the data~ (p. 842).
From thjs angle, then, real humility is e\;denced when
participau ts in the dialogue endeavor to increase cognizance
not merely of the othcr's viewpoint but also of their own
individual belief system and thc unique set of \'ulner<lbilities that accompany it. This marc acut.e awareness may serve
as a critical chcck 011 personal bias in our theoretical and
research pursuits regal'dingexorcism. On a t.heOl·cticalleve1,
Drs. Coons (1993) and Begelman (1993) have sen'ed this
purpose well by clarifying the landscape and boundaries of
the dialogue. No doubt we ",'ill be in need of furthcr analytical work like this to keep the dialogue on track. In terms
of research, Drs. Bowman (1993) and Fraser (1993) have
offered an important opening salvo in what I hope will be
a prolonged and diverscempirical ilwestigation into the afler-
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effects of exorcism in MPD patients. Humility in the interests of dialogue may dictate, howe\"er, that researchers discovering what often goes wTong in this area nO[ lose their
openness to what, in selected instances, may go right. •
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